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FIRE SAFETY 
AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM

TOUCHSCREEN 3.5''

COMMAND AND SIGNAL PANEL

CENTRAL UNIT

DETECTORS

User interface for Domino Automotive system

Electromechanical Control Panel 
for Safety Automotive System

Central Unit for Aerosol Fire Detection and Extinguish
in Automotive System for onshore and offshore applications

Linear heat detection cables or heat sensors 
for fire detection

Features
| Management of up to 8 detection and 4 extinguishment zones
| RS485 Bus communication
| Acoustic alarming
| Surface mounted
| Includes set up menu of complete system parameters

Optic and/or Acoustic Indicators
| Buzzer

Capacity
| Management of up to 8 detection and 4 extinguishing zones

Electromechanical Control Panel to manage the system, including:
| Mode dial Test/Auto/Manual
| 2 green leds for control of functions and power supply
| Yellow Led for fault
| Red Led for alarm
| Dual Tone Buzzer alarm
| Acknowledgement 
| Extinguishing manual command mechanically protected to prevent accidental 

events  
| To install Electromechanical Control Panel further than 5 metres from Control 

Unit you have to use I/O unit

| Capacity to manage up to 4 detection and extinguish zone with bus connection 
and supervision by touchscreen

| Choice of Fire Detection Technology (linear heat detector cable or heat sensors)
| Monitored Input/Output unit - Direct control of up to 10 aerosol generator
| Backup batteries and its monitoring
| RS485 Bus Connection
| Remote management by touchscreen or I/O unit of RS485 bus
| Acoustic Alarm Signal
| NVM (Non Volatile Memory)
| Possibility to insert System parameters by touchscreen
| Basic settings and memory download through PC
| Manual or Automatic Operation mode -Test mode for I/O check

Optic and/or Acoustic Indicators
  Buzzer

| The SAS is able to use either heat detectors or linear heat cables with different 
operating temperatures

| These devices can be used in engine compartments and pre-heater 
compartments

| The SAS can operate also with smoke detectors (tyndall) in passengers and 
luggages compartments

| A double alert in the same zone of the compartment identifies a real alarm and 
prevents false alarms



SAS FIRE SAFETY AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM

Tipical application

Multi-zone system allowes to control and protect 
several compartments. 
Touch-screen graphical interface enables to control 
and to supervising separately all the actions, to have 
always the zones under control 

Tipical application

Single-zone system provided with control panel, 
to have always full control of system.

Tipical application

Tipical application for power generator, shelters, etc. 
Where system simplicity and reliability plays 
a fundamental role, also in absence of an operator.

COMMAND AND SIGNAL PANEL

I/O MODULE

TOUCHSCREEN 3.5''

DETECTORS

BATTBOX

CENTRAL UNIT

SOLUTION 
TO ALL PROBLEMS

DOMINO TECHNOLOGY
DEVICES

SYSTEM
CONFIGURATIONS

STANDARD CONFIGURATION

BASE CONFIGURATION + CONTROL PANEL

ADVANCED CONFIGURATION MULTIZONE

ONE SYSTEM 
MORE APPLICATIONS

SYSTEM 
BENEFITS

TECHNICAL 
PECULIARITIES

The engine compartment of motor vehicles or vessels, 
and in general all devices with moving parts, 
are subject to fires due to friction, high temperatures 
and flammability of the fuel and lubricating oils.

A fire on vehicles, causing massive damage due to the 
difficult accessibility and visibility of the compartment 
concerned and the intervention of firefighters can only 
see the damage that has already occurred.

Domino Automotive System is not a simple protection kit, because it’s flexible and modular.

| Efficient and effective on every vehicle and situation

| Easy to install and maintain

| This highly flexible system adapts to every situation 
 in automotive field and it is compatible with different 

kinds of fire suppressing systems (aerosol, water-mist, 
foam, etc.)

| Integrable with any GPS device on the vehicle, through 
the alarm and fault relays or dedicated bus module

| The system can handle up to a maximum of 4 zones 
for the detection and extinguishing of the fire with BUS 
touchscreen for the supervision and the configuration 
of the system

| Non-volatile memory events (1000 events)

| Discharge of the event memory on the PC

| Using and managing backup batteries for operation 
with the engine stopped or no power from the vehicle 
battery

| Triple discharge cycle in case of aerosol generator use

| Choice of fire detection technology (linear heat 
detection cables, heat sensors, smoke detectors)

Domino automotive system is an integrated system 
for fire detection and extinguishing. It can be used on 
all vehicles: bus, trucks, trailers, RV’s, all types of work 
machines, boats, storage containers and more...
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OPTIONALS

Graphical interface 
for Domino Automotive system

Electromechanical command
and signaling for Domino 
Automotive system

I/O module for remote device 
interface

Central unit for fire detection 
and extinguishment

Linear heat detection cables, 
heat sensors and smoke detectors. 
The right choice in according to the 
application.

Box for backup batteries
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